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Abstract

After identification of an important research question and selection of an appropriate study design, waste can arise from the regulation, governance, and management of biomedical research. Obtaining regulatory and governance approval has become increasingly burdensome and disproportionate to the conceivable risks to research participants. Regulation and governance involve interventions that are assumed to be justified in the interests of patients and the public, but they can actually compromise these interests. Inefficient management of the procedural conduct of research is wasteful, especially if it results in poor recruitment and retention of participants in well designed studies addressing important questions. These sources of waste can be minimised if the following four recommendations are addressed. First, regulators should use their influence to reduce other causes of waste and inefficiency in research. Second, regulators and policy makers should work with researchers, patients, and health professionals to streamline and harmonise the laws, regulations, guidelines, and processes that govern whether and how research can be done, and ensure that they are proportionate to the plausible risks associated with the research. Third, researchers and research managers should increase the efficiency of recruitment, retention, data monitoring, and data sharing in research through use of research designs known to reduce inefficiencies, and further research should be done to learn how efficiency can be increased. Finally, everyone, particularly those responsible for health-care systems, should promote integration of research into everyday clinical practice. Regulators and researchers should monitor adherence to each of these recommendations and publish metrics.
Introduction

In 2009, Chalmers and Glasziou\textsuperscript{1} identified many avoidable sources of waste and inefficiency in biomedical research, which are elaborated upon in this Series. After identification of an important research question and selection of an appropriate study design, waste can be noticeable and quantifiable from the way in which research is regulated and managed.\textsuperscript{2} Furthermore, foreknowledge of regulatory and management requirements can affect researchers’ choice of research question and study design, resulting in unnoticed and unquantifiable waste, such that important research is identified but never addressed. Ultimately, waste arises from questions being overlooked or unnecessarily addressed, research being underpowered or done too slowly, and research being too costly.

A consensus on the need to regulate biomedical research arose from Nazi research atrocities\textsuperscript{3} and abuses of people in mainly non-therapeutic research,\textsuperscript{4,5} such that by the 1980s, the need for ethics review and prelicensing regulation of biomedical research involving human beings was not controversial. Similarly, published revelations of maltreatment of experimental animals in preclinical research led to it becoming more regulated.\textsuperscript{6} Nowadays, permission to do biomedical research (regulatory approval) is needed in accordance with requirements of national or regional laws or professional authorities. Research ethics committees are independent regulators of most types of biomedical clinical research, whereas additional specific regulators oversee research involving data, devices, drugs, embryos, radiation, and tissue, among others. Regulatory functions are also undertaken by institutional bodies concerned with biomedical research governance, which is “...the system of administration and supervision through which research is managed, participants and staff are protected, and accountability is assured”.\textsuperscript{7} The procedural conduct (management) of biomedical research that has regulatory approval indicates not only the customs and habits of researchers, but also the regulatory requirements.

However, the increasing burden, inconsistency, and complexity of regulation in the past two decades, sometimes out of proportion to the risk of the research,\textsuperscript{2} has attracted increasing criticism in many countries, including the UK, Canada, and the USA. Research ethics committees were the earliest regulators, and so account for most evaluations, but an increasing number of additional regulatory steps have also caused problems.\textsuperscript{7,8}

In this report, we consider how both regulation (including governance) and management affect the wastefulness and value of biomedical research. First, we describe how regulation can contribute to the fundamental sources of waste and inefficiency in biomedical research, and cite one example from preclinical research. Second, we describe evidence for waste and inefficiency in clinical research arising from the burden and inconsistency of regulation (including governance), and how these permissions are often disproportionate to the conceivable risks of the research. Third, we describe sources of waste and inefficiency in the management of clinical research. Fourth, we make recommendations for increasing value and reducing waste, and list measures to monitor how successful these recommendations have been. Further reading for each section is provided in the appendix.

Regulation can be associated with other sources of waste and inefficiency

Regulation can miss the opportunity to minimise waste—In the conduct of their intended role, people who fund, regulate, or manage research might be complicit with the sources of waste and inefficiency described in other papers in this Series. Nearly two decades ago, evidence was presented that research ethics committees were behaving unethically: first, through failure to require researchers to show (by reference to systematic reviews of existing evidence) that proposed additional research was necessary and had been designed taking account of lessons from relevant previous research; and, second, through
failure to ensure that clinical trials were registered at inception and reported when com-
pleted. Because both failures can result in avoidable suffering and deaths, regulation can fail in its intended purpose to safeguard the rights, dignity, safety, and wellbeing of participants in clinical research.

**An example from preclinical research**—Regulation of preclinical research focuses, rightly, on ensuring that investigators comply with national legislation. This legislation is often based on the principles of the three Rs—ie, reduction (methods that reduce the number of animals used), replacement (use of non-animal methods), and refinement (methods that improve animal welfare)—as described by Russell and Burch in 1959. In their discussion about the role of reduction, Russell and Burch contrasted hypothesis-testing experiments with what they called “trial and error on a grand scale”, in which a “constant and huge stream of new chemical substances” were tested in many experiments involving animals to screen for biological activity. Since most in-vivo research is now done for hypothesis testing rather than for screening, this issue, as it was originally conceived, is of little relevance.

There are many reasons for why experiments might be underpowered. Major funders, such as the Wellcome Trust and Medical Research Council, require applicants to show that they have considered the principles of the three Rs. This injunction operates alongside researchers’ desire to do more experiments with few resources and a dearth of formal power calculations. This problem leads to a situation in which many in-vivo studies are underpowered to detect postulated effects. Systematic reviews have shown that investigators of fewer than 2% of reports of animal experiments describe the basis for their sample size calculations; had they done so, most calculations would have shown the need for the number of animals used in experiments to be substantially larger. Although this problem has several drivers, the finding that few ethics review panels require investigators to increase the number of animals used in a proposed research programme (even when proposed research is substantially underpowered) suggests that the principle of reduction takes precedence over the need for optimum experimental design.

**Regulation of clinical biomedical research**

**Double standards for informed consent to treatment**—Longstanding anomalies in regulatory requirements persist, such as those between requirements for research of novel treatments and research comparing standard treatments. Four decades ago, a British paediatrician noted that he needed permission to give a treatment to half his patients (to find out whether it did more good than it did harm), but that he did not need permission if he decided to give the treatment to all his patients (assuming, without good evidence, that it must be beneficial and safe). 25 years ago, an Editorial in *The Lancet* noted that “the clinician who is convinced that a certain treatment works will almost never find an ethicist in his path, whereas his colleague who wonders and doubts and wants to learn will stumble over piles of them”. The disproportionate effort expended in the regulation and management of research comparing standard treatments remains the most formidable disincentive to health professionals, patients, and researchers who wish to collaborate to confront uncertainties about the effects of health-care interventions in everyday practice.

**Burden and inconsistencies in regulation**—Many unpublished anecdotes (panel 1, figure 1) and much observational evidence (figure 2) indicate that regulatory review is burdensome and too slow. These delays are additive when separate regulatory approvals have to be sought consecutively, rather than simultaneously. Dependent on its design, clinical research might need to be approved by several different regulators, each requiring
amendments that, in turn, need to be considered by the other regulators who have already given approval. This duplication of effort for both researchers and regulators is inefficient. Not only do these delays result in wasted resources for research, they can also prevent research being rapidly responsive to unpredictable events, such as epidemics.\textsuperscript{19} Burdensome requirements discriminate against regions where regulatory capacity is insufficient to oversee the regulations, especially low-income and middle-income countries.\textsuperscript{20}

Regulatory approval for observational studies and clinical trials remains expensive and time-consuming in the USA, UK, and Australia.\textsuperscript{21} Delays vary between countries, seemingly because of differences in national requirements, or governance steps applied by one country to another. Several hundred steps have been required to start up oncology clinical trials in the USA, accounting for roughly half of the total time for phase 3 trials from inception, and half these steps did not add value to trials. These inefficiencies are particularly inflated for multicentre studies in the UK, Australia, and the USA.\textsuperscript{22} In these studies, repeated institutional governance review further increases the costs and complexity of such studies, and increases the time lag between research expenditure and health gain.

If centralised regulatory review is not available, multicentre clinical research can require as many applications for regulatory approval as there are institutions participating in the research, each sometimes requiring an individualised application. Despite the downsides of multiple ethics reviews of multicentre studies, proposals for multicentre studies in the USA rarely receive ethics review centrally, perhaps because of a conflation of ethics and institutional responsibilities. Decentralised ethics approval for a multicentre cancer trial in Australia led to delays which, after inclusion of the secular increase in cancer survival, resulted in about 60 avoidable cancer deaths in Australia per year.\textsuperscript{23}

Inconsistency in decision making and processes has been noted between research ethics committees reviewing observational studies and clinical trials in Australia, Canada, the UK, and the USA; levels of inter-committee agreement were slight. Within a jurisdiction, inconsistency can arise from regulators’ human judgment; different interpretations of laws, regulations, and guidelines; or amendments to study materials on the basis of subjective judgments, such as the wording of consent forms. In multinational research, inconsistency can also arise from discordance among countries’ regulations, which are affected by their social, political, and cultural characteristics.\textsuperscript{8,24}

Contradictions between separate regulations and guidelines result in confusion and a risk-averse culture among regulators, both for observational studies and for clinical trials. One result of changes in regulations and guidelines with time is inconsistency in the methods used in long-term research projects—eg, regulators might decline approval for record linkage to earlier recruits through the application of contemporary regulatory requirements, but a systematic review has shown that most patients consent to the use of secondary data for record linkage.\textsuperscript{25}

Of course, researchers might contribute to slowing of regulatory approval. A survey of research ethics committee letters in the UK in 2005–06 showed that a quarter of researchers’ applications had discrepancies and three-quarters had procedural violations. UK Health Research Authority management information indicates a small improvement—only a sixth of the 6000 applications to research ethics committees in the UK in 2012 were incomplete. The persistent problems related mainly to application quality, missing information, and researchers’ inability to comply with a complex application process.

\textbf{Disproportionate regulation}—Although the conceivable risks of research vary, regulatory requirements do not seem to have been designed to be proportionate to the extent
to which safety of patients is likely to be jeopardised. Most patients do not support restrictive requirements for informed consent for low-risk epidemiological research and biobanking. Furthermore, such requirements for consent introduce bias because people who do provide consent do so unpredictably and systematically differ from those who do not. Some of the many barriers, in addition to research ethics review that investigators of clinical trials have to confront, are due to the requirements of drug and device regulatory agencies. For example, the European Union’s Clinical Trials Directive has been applied not only to prelicensing, industry-led trials of new drugs, but also to non-commercial trials assessing licensed treatments that have already been adopted in practice. Although the directive might have standardised some aspects of the conduct of drug trials and improved trial quality, it has been variably interpreted and enforced. This enforcement seems to have contributed to delays, and increased administrative burdens—eg, between 2003 and 2007, the average time from protocol finalisation to initiation of recruitment increased from 144 days to 178 days. Because requirements are disproportionate for low-risk trials of licensed drugs, the directive seems to have led to a decrease in non-commercial drug trials in some regions, such as Finland, the Netherlands, France, and the UK, although not in some others, such as Denmark and Germany. By contrast, the European and US regulatory standards for the licensing and approval of devices are far more permissive than are those for drugs, which, too, seems disproportionate in view of the risks and expense of many devices.

Management of clinical biomedical research

The design of clinical research affects its management and feasibility. Slow recruitment and poor retention are particularly inefficient because they delay the delivery of research and inflate its costs through increases in the number of staff and sites, extending the amount and duration of funding required. This problem is not small—systematic reviews show that the originally specified sample size is recruited in a little more than half of clinical trials. Recruitment and retention are jeopardised by many factors, including: insufficient funding; unrealistic feasibility assessments; exclusive eligibility criteria (such as age cutoffs); complex protocols arising, at least partly, from regulatory requirements (which increase the burden of administration, amendments, data collection, and adverse event reporting); inefficient methods for approaching potential participants; treatment protocols that make burdensome demands on participants; problems with the delivery of interventions; patient preferences for alternative treatments; patients not understanding or liking the idea of randomisation, or of being so-called experimental subjects; and patients’ fear of the unknown. Delays in recruitment can be particularly problematic in emergency settings, in which complex requirements for informed consent can result in avoidable deaths when they delay the start of treatments that are more effective the earlier they are given.

Many processes that were intended to improve the quality and safety of clinical research are costly, time-consuming, and of unproven effectiveness. Systematic reviews have shown use of a range of onsite monitoring activities in trials, with little evidence to support them; the only randomised controlled trial assessing onsite initiation visits did not show any benefits of this process. Strategies that ensure data integrity, such as double-entry of data and source data queries, seem costly and inefficient. Onsite monitoring requirements are disproportionate in trials of low-risk treatments, in which central statistical monitoring might be as accurate and more efficient.

Recommendations

Minimising waste and inefficiency in the regulation and management of research—In view of the extent of waste and inefficiency that we report in the regulation
and management of research worldwide, we are surprised by the paucity of quantitative and qualitative research documenting and investigating solutions to it, as compared with other causes of waste and inefficiency. On the basis of what we have discussed, we propose the following steps to minimise waste and inefficiency in the regulation and management of research, and suggest measures to monitor compliance with these recommendations.

**Recommendation 1**—People regulating research should use their influence to reduce other causes of waste and inefficiency in research. People regulating, governing, and managing research should set and monitor standards that minimise known causes of waste and inefficiency for which funders, researchers in industry or academia, regulators, and health-service managers are responsible (panel 2). This recommendation could be addressed by making approval conditional on researchers referring to one or more systematic reviews of existing research (to minimise the number of unnecessary and poorly designed studies); providing potential participants with information from these reviews (to ensure that they realise studies are worthwhile); registering clinical trials (to help to avoid publication bias), as the UK Health Research Authority requires; and making the results publicly accessible. Participants and potential participants could be encouraged to rate publicly the quality of ongoing trials; and ratings would show studies that had adhered to these recommendations.

**Recommendation 2**—Regulators and policy makers should work with researchers, patients, and health professionals to streamline and harmonise the laws, regulations, guidelines, and processes that govern whether and how research can be done, and ensure that they are proportionate to the plausible risks associated with the research. Solutions to the burden and inconsistency of regulation for researchers include: standardisation of application processes (ideally use of a single standard application form and an information management system to seed data to populate multiple application forms) and decision making (through training, standard operating procedures, and accreditation); centralisation of reviews to smaller numbers of well resourced, qualified, and trained committees; and increases in regulators’ accountability for decisions and delays. Electronic approaches are likely to be less wasteful of natural resources and more sustainable than are paper-based approaches. Lean and quality-improvement approaches can more than halve clinical trial protocol development and approval times. There are recent examples of progress with centralisation of review of multicentre trials in Ontario (Canada) and Italy, where delays in activation of academic trials seem to be shortening. In the UK, research ethics review of all multicentre projects is centralised (panel 3)—driven partly by the European Clinical Trials Directive and a 2011 Academy of Medical Sciences report—although this centralisation is less pronounced in research governance approvals required by the UK National Health Service. The antidote to the proliferation of regulations is to streamline and harmonise them. The recent revision of the Declaration of Helsinki made progress, but it remains too restrictive on waiver of consent, broad consent for multiple uses, research with reasonable net risks (panel 2), research in vulnerable groups, and comparators that are not regarded as the best proven interventions. Another opportunity is the European Commission’s revised proposal for clinical trial regulation, but this proposal needs more emphasis on the types of clinical studies to which it applies; the range of risk allowable in emergency situations; the risk-based (proportionate) approaches to application, monitoring, safety reporting, and amendment of trials; and the standards and openness needed to prevent regulators being complicit with some of the other sources of waste and inefficiency in clinical research.

The main solution to disproportionality is to limit regulation to whatever is essential, both to protect the autonomy and wellbeing of research participants and to be proportionate to the...
plausible risks posed to them.\textsuperscript{2,8} For clinical drug trials, the UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency and the Health Research Authority (panel 3) now take account of different amounts of estimated risk.\textsuperscript{58} This proportionate approach is being considered elsewhere,\textsuperscript{59} and progress such as this can be catalysed by an international forum, such as the Sensible Guidelines for the Conduct of Clinical Trials initiative.\textsuperscript{21}

Risks should be minimised when possible (eg, through use of secure safe havens in which researchers can access identifiable and other data\textsuperscript{60}), but regulations and regulators should also respect the preferences of mentally competent patients (if they are fully informed of the possible risks and benefits, and the alternatives) who might be prepared to participate in research of interventions that are of low likely benefit and of high likely risk.\textsuperscript{61}

**Recommendation 3**—Researchers and research managers should increase the efficiency of recruitment, retention, data monitoring, and data sharing in research through the use of research designs known to reduce inefficiencies, and do additional research to learn how efficiency can be increased. Use of opt-out consent procedures for observational clinical research and clinical trials of accepted treatment alternatives would help to improve recruitment.\textsuperscript{62–64} Particularly, recruitment to clinical trials could be improved by involvement of patients in trial design and management,\textsuperscript{65} design of simpler and more open clinical trials,\textsuperscript{66} with broad inclusion criteria;\textsuperscript{43,67,68} use of routine electronic health records to identify and monitor participants;\textsuperscript{69} and use of culturally sensitive materials,\textsuperscript{66} shorter and more informative information leaflets,\textsuperscript{70} monetary incentives,\textsuperscript{66} and telephone reminders.\textsuperscript{64,66} Much can be done to improve the quality and friendliness of information about continuing trials produced for patients.\textsuperscript{50,71} A systematic review of controlled trials identified several strategies to improve responses to questionnaires (panel 4).\textsuperscript{72} Involvement of patients, and better site capacity assessment in the design of studies, would also probably improve recruitment.

A systematic review showed that little research had assessed the effects of interventions intended to improve participation by clinicians in clinical research and that none of the research had included control groups.\textsuperscript{73} A systematic review of interventions to improve clinicians’ recruitment to clinical trials showed that the most promising individual intervention was the use of qualitative interviews of clinicians to identify and overcome barriers to recruitment.\textsuperscript{74} Engagement of health-care professionals with clinical research can be fostered by their involvement in design and management of research, improvement of their training, and by fostering collaboration. For example, Tognoni and colleagues at the Mario Negri Institute in Milan, Italy, described how nearly all coronary care units in Italy collaborated to establish the Gruppo Italiano per lo Studio della Sopravvivenza nell’Infarto Miocardico (GISSI), and, between 1983 and 1993, recruited more than 43 000 patients to three randomised trials. The absence of reimbursement for recruitment meant that routine care within the Italian National Health Service was transformed into a controlled trial at very low cost. The training opportunity provided by participation, enthusiasm of the cardiologists and their professional body, and clinician involvement in the organisation and methods of the trial, increased clinicians’ participation, and aligned the goals of the trial and those of the clinical specialty.

Methods of data management and analysis can also improve clinical trial efficiency. Use of comprehensive central monitoring and targeted onsite monitoring seems to identify most protocol and procedural compliance issues.\textsuperscript{75} Central statistical monitoring in large trials is effective in the detection of fraud,\textsuperscript{76} and seems cost effective, especially when risk assessment\textsuperscript{77} does not mandate onsite monitoring.\textsuperscript{78,79} Sharing of emerging data from similar trials among data monitoring committees can help to inform decisions about whether recruitment should continue.\textsuperscript{80}
Recommendation 4—Everyone, particularly those responsible for health-care systems, should help to improve the efficiency of clinical research through promotion of the integration of research into everyday clinical practice. The disproportionate effort expended in the regulation and management of research comparing standard treatments, and the inefficiencies in the management of research into standard clinical practice, both provide arguments for seamless integration of evaluative research into everyday clinical practice. This feat was achieved by the Italian GISSI collaboration, and was envisaged in the UK National Health Service’s plan in 2000 and, subsequently, in its research strategy. Consistent with these proposals, in 2006, the UK General Medical Council (GMC) advised British doctors that they “must work with colleagues and patients to help resolve uncertainties about the effects of treatment”. However, in their 2013 guidance, the GMC has removed reference to this expectation as an element of good clinical practice, which is a major, ethically-flawed, and backward step that they have not defended in public at the time of writing.

The medical specialty that has the longest established tradition of integrating research with clinical practice is paediatric oncology. About 70% of children with cancer enrol in one or more clinical trial, which might partly explain the dramatic improvement in childhood cancer survival from 10% to almost 80% in the 50 year duration of the US Children’s Oncology Group. This situation arose because the assessment of treatments for rare diseases needs collaboration, and discovery of the first cure for one childhood cancer became a framework for evaluation of the treatment of other cancers.

Research networks embedded within health-care systems have streamlined research delivery, fostered a collaborative and constructively competitive environment (panel 5, figure 3), and incentivised recruitment of patients to observational studies and clinical trials in the UK, Canada, and the USA. There is no evidence that receiving treatments in research settings has greater risks than has receiving the same treatments outside research settings, and there is some evidence that participation in research benefits participants. Increases in participation in clinical trials in the context of specialist care have translated into better outcomes at the population level, and research-active hospitals might have better treatment outcomes than have others.

Economic arguments also favour health-care systems embracing clinical research as the most parsimonious approach to the resolution of uncertainties about expensive, potentially beneficial, or harmful treatments. For ethical and economic reasons, organisations representing the interests of third-party payers for health care (such as the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence in UK, and Medicare in the USA) have required inadequately assessed treatments to be made available only within the context of research to learn more about their effects. Extended application of this policy would help to achieve greater integration of research within routine care. Inevitably, prioritisation of practice-oriented clinical research requires further shifts in the distribution of research funds.

Conclusions

There are opportunity costs of wasteful regulation and management of research. Less research might be done. Research might be done too late to matter or be relevant. Participants might be retained in studies that do not recruit a sufficiently large sample to answer the questions being addressed. Independent research might be less sustainable than might commercially-sponsored research (with consequent sponsorship bias). Professionals might be deterred from careers in research.
Ultimately, these problems are a threat to public health—they cost people their lives through a failure to identify and introduce effective treatments and prevent harmful treatments from continuing; therefore, there is a strong moral imperative to do research. Everyone involved in research should be accountable for the efficiency and effectiveness of their research. Because patients and the public have the most to gain from reductions in research waste and inefficiency, they should be involved in decisions about the need for, and extent of, the effects of regulation and management on clinical research.

Despite evidence for waste and inefficiency in the regulation and management of research, considering the likely effect of these factors, we feel that there is a disproportionate dearth of so-called protest research documenting waste and inefficiency and investigating solutions to it. Such research is hard to fund and hard to do, but research regulation and management should be informed by empirical research (such as we have found in systematic reviews) to assess whether processes and procedures serve the interests of research participants and the public. Our recommendations make it clear that this goal is everyone’s responsibility.

**Supplementary Material**

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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### Recommendations

1. People regulating research should use their influence to reduce other causes of waste and inefficiency in research
   - Monitoring—people regulating, governing, and managing research should measure the extent to which the research they approve and manage complies with the other recommendations in this Series

2. Regulators and policy makers should work with researchers, patients, and health professionals to streamline and harmonise the laws, regulations, guidelines, and processes that govern whether and how research can be done, and ensure that they are proportionate to the plausible risks associated with the research
   - Monitoring—regulators, individuals who govern and manage research, and researchers should measure and report delays and inconsistencies that result from failures to streamline and harmonise regulations

3. Researchers and research managers should increase the efficiency of recruitment, retention, data monitoring, and data sharing in research through the use of research designs known to reduce inefficiencies, and do additional research to learn how efficiency can be increased
   - Monitoring—researchers and methodologists should do research to identify ways to improve the efficiency of biomedical research

4. Everyone, particularly individuals responsible for health-care systems, can help to improve the efficiency of clinical research by promoting integration of research in everyday clinical practice
   - Monitoring—people responsible for management of health-care systems or research should measure the proportions of patients who are enrolled in research
Panel 1: An example from Sweden of the bureaucracy involved in applications for central research ethics committee approval

In 2010, a group of researchers in Sweden wanted to pool data from several cohort studies to identify risk factors for subarachnoid haemorrhage. They identified about 20 studies, and spent about 300 h contacting all investigators and getting signed data-sharing agreements and data security processes agreed. Sweden has a central research ethics committee to approve projects. The team recorded the time taken for each step of the approval process. About 200 h of office time was spent on the ethics approval and resubmission process alone. The research ethics committee wanted to see all information that the participants of all cohorts had been given about the purpose of the study. These documents had to be provided as 18 copies and submitted manually. It took the team 6 months to collect all the information sheets from the 20 different cohorts, several of which began recruitment in the 1960s and for which little knowledge about what information was given by whom to whom in the recruitment phase was poor. The research ethics committee eventually had the team advertise in national newspapers about the pooling project, listing all original cohorts so that all individuals who did not want the team to use their data for this project could withdraw their consent for the study. Not one participant withdrew. It took more than 3 years to reach the stage of pooling data from the cohorts, ready for analysis.
Panel 2: Features that research regulation and review should require

- Show evidence, by reference to systematic reviews of relevant existing research evidence, that proposed additional research will address important continuing uncertainties
- Proportionate assessment of applications and comparison of potential benefits with any harm envisaged for research participants, additional to whatever would be expected during the health care that they would otherwise receive
- Potential research participants should be given, at the time of recruitment, a summary of existing evidence from systematic reviews (including, but not restricted to, evidence from clinical trials) about the possible risks and benefits of their participation, which is tailored to the nature and context of their illness
- Potential participants to be free to consent to research entailing reasonable, but more than minimal, risk (in some circumstances, even when consent cannot be obtained, such as in emergencies)
- Support for opt-out systems (or, in some rare circumstances, non-consensual systems) for collection of deidentified data from medical records, blood samples, and discarded tissue
- Registration of protocols for clinical trials in the public domain at trial inception
- Researchers, research funders, and research institutions to make their protocols and research results publicly accessible
- Provision, for every participant who wishes to receive them, of reports of results (including treatment received) and future available options
- Audit by research ethics services and other regulators of the conduct of research and reporting of results
- Appropriate randomised evaluations of research regulation and management strategies
**Panel 3: Examples from the UK of solutions to some sources of waste and inefficiency in regulation of clinical research**

2004: Central Office for Research Ethics Committees (COREC)
- Standard operating procedures, applying the requirements of the European Clinical Trials Directive to trials and observational studies
- Single application form (including sections for local institution approval)
- Single UK-wide approval (except for research involving adults with mental incapacity in Scotland)

2007: National Research Ethics Service (NRES)
- Integrated Research Application System (IRAS), a single portal for applications to many regulatory bodies
- Generic approvals for research databases and tissue banks
- Local sites no longer required to be reviewed by a research ethics committee in addition to local research governance department

2011: Health Research Authority (HRA)
- Research ethics committees in England reduced from 200 in 2002, to 69 in 2013
- 6000 applications (1000 of which were clinical trials of investigational medicinal products) in 2012
- Number of applications reviewed at each research ethics committee meeting ranged from one to 70 in 2002, to five to six in 2013
- Observational research of health-care staff became exempt from ethics committee review
- Proportionate review service for low-risk studies, with shortened forms and timelines
- Reduced requirement for reporting safety to NRES and to the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)
- Average time to approval 40 days in 2013
- Collaborative review of product safety with other regulators (eg, MHRA)

2013: Features of HRA strategic plan
- Reduce requirements of applicants
- Deduplicate review of applications by many agencies
- Extend the proportionate review service
- Reduce provisional opinions
- Shared ethics debate to identify whether further guidance is required to improve consistency
- Ethics officers to support applicants and research ethics committees
- Instruments to help decisions about whether regulatory approval is required
• Promotion of transparency in research conduct (ie, registration, publication, dissemination, access to data, access to tissue, and participants informed of study results)
• Greater coordination and less duplication of review by ethics committees and the National Health Service
Panel 4: Methods to improve response to questionnaires

Questionnaire sent electronically

- Non-monetary incentives
- Shorter e-questionnaires
- Inclusion of a statement indicating that others had responded
- A more interesting topic
- Immediate notification or an offer of results
- Use of a white background
- Personalisation
- A simple header
- Textual representation of response categories
- Provision of a deadline
- Inclusion of a picture
- No mention of the word survey in the email subject line
- A female signatory

Sent by post

- Monetary incentives
- Sent by recorded delivery
- A teaser on the envelope
- A more interesting questionnaire topic
- Prenotification
- Follow-up contact
- Unconditional incentives
- Shorter questionnaires
- Provision of a second copy of the questionnaire at follow-up
- Mention of an obligation to respond
- University sponsorship
- Non-monetary incentives
- Personalised questionnaires
- Hand-written addresses
- Stamped return envelopes rather than franked return envelopes
- An assurance of confidentiality
- First-class outward mailing
- Questions that are not of a sensitive nature
Panel 5: An example from England of how clinical research networks can catalyse recruitment

2008
- Creation of the National Institute for Health Research Clinical Research Network in England

2012–13
- Recruitment increased by 40% between 2009–10 and 2012–13
- More than 600,000 National Health Service patients recruited in nearly 4000 studies in 2012–13 (figure 3)
- 99% of National Health Service trusts in England actively supporting clinical research in 2012–13
For more on the policy of the Wellcome Trust see http://www.wellcome.ac.uk/about-us/policy/policy-and-position-statements/WTD002768.htm

For more on the policy of Medical Research Council see www.mrc.ac.uk/ourresearch/ethicsresearchguidance/useofanimals/welfare/index.htm

See Online for appendix
For more on the **Integrated Research Application System** see [http://www.myresearchproject.org.uk](http://www.myresearchproject.org.uk)

For the **website of the Health Research Authority** see [http://www.hra.nhs.uk](http://www.hra.nhs.uk)

For the Sensible Guidelines for the Conduct of Clinical Trials Forum see [http://www.ctsu.ox.ac.uk/research/sensible-guidelines](http://www.ctsu.ox.ac.uk/research/sensible-guidelines)
For more on the Clinical Research Network see http://www.crncc.nihr.ac.uk
Figure 1.
Paperwork required for regulatory review of the research described in panel 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Research type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Dermatology and orthopaedics</td>
<td>Questionnaire to outpatients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Mental health</td>
<td>Examination and questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Influenza vaccination</td>
<td>Retrospective case notes questionnaire to GPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Neonatology</td>
<td>Questionnaire to recent patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Oropharyngeal cancer</td>
<td>Questionnaire to recent patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Neuroscience</td>
<td>Observational cohort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Cardiology</td>
<td>Intervention RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Multiple RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>Women’s health</td>
<td>Questionnaire to primary care patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>USA local</td>
<td>Diabetic nephropathy</td>
<td>Intervention RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>USA central</td>
<td>Australia Europe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Tuberculosis</td>
<td>Multiple vaccine RCTs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Disease</th>
<th>Research type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Not stated</td>
<td>Intervention RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Gastroenterology</td>
<td>Questionnaire to recent endoscopy patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Neuroscience</td>
<td>Four RCTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Occupational health</td>
<td>Survey of staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>Intervention RCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>Childhood stroke</td>
<td>Case notes review and questionnaire to parents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.**
Results of some observational studies describing average (mean or median) delays to ethics or governance approval of clinical research.

RCT=randomised controlled trial. References in the appendix.
Figure 3.
Number of participants recruited into National Institute Health Research Clinical Research Network portfolio studies in England by primary study design
*Category includes studies that have not specified their primary study design.